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Abstract

Attack trees and attack graphs are a well-known rep-
resentation for computer security vulnerabilities. They
capture how malicious activity can result in com-
promised systems. Unfortunately, attack graphs scale
poorly, are targeted primarily to capture key compo-
nents of vulnerabilities inindustrial settings and focus
on attacker actions. We extend the attack graph for-
malism by integrating user actions and supporting per-
sonalization that restricts the focus to those vulnera-
bilities present in a particular user/system combination
(i.e., considering specific computer configuration and
a user’s normal activities). The enhanced attack graph
is captured in the Planner Domain Definition Language
(PDDL) with user specific attributes being included as
facts. Given the PDDL representation, we can use a
planner to 1) prune the attack graph to only those vul-
nerabilities for which we can derive a plan, 2) perform
what-if analyses of user actions and 3) help identify in-
terventions that are most likely to reduce the system’s
susceptibility to attacks.

Personalizing Security
Computer security models usually focus on identifying and
preventing network breaches from malicious actors. Attack
trees (Schneier 1999) and attack graphs (Sheyner et al. 2002)
capture how malicious activity can result in compromised
systems or conversely how computer systems might be vul-
nerable to intentionally destructive actions. The systemsare
in workplaces, and the non-malicious users are largely dis-
regarded. Yet studies (CERT 2008; Sasse, Brostoff, and
Weirich 2001) suggest that the user, rather than an active
adversary, may well pose the largest security risk.

In this paper, we discuss some initial steps in “personal-
izing” security vulnerability analysis. In particular, weaug-
ment the canonical form of the attack graph to admit user
actions and associated system states, thus personalizing the
notion of attack to encompass user culpability. Additionally,
we exploit the enhanced representation to help define attack
graphs that can be automatically tailored to specific users,
their behaviors, and their specific computer systems. The re-
sulting attack graphs need only encompass vulnerabilities
that are likely for a particular user/personal computer com-
bination. The personalized attack graphs can be analyzed to

determine what system states to monitor and how to inter-
vene – either preventing vulnerabilities or taking corrective
actions once a breach has occurred.

We highlight two systematic ways to model a networked
system’s risk to malicious attacks: attack trees (Dawkins,
Campbell, and Hale 2002; Dewri et al. 2007; Schneier 1999;
Tidwell et al. 2001) and attack graphs (Ammann, Wije-
sekera, and Kaushik 2002; Artz 2002; Cuppens and Or-
talo 2000; Dawkins and Hale 2004; Jajodia, Noel, and
O’Berry 2003; Jha, Sheyner, and Wing 2002; Ritchey and
Ammann 2000; Sheyner et al. 2002; Swiler et al. 2001;
Templeton and Levitt 2000). They help to organize and an-
alyze intrusion and/or misuse scenarios (also called attack
scenarios) by enumerating known vulnerabilities or weak
spots in the system, and capturing the cause-consequence
relationships between system configuration and these vul-
nerabilities in the form of an And-Or tree (attack trees) or a
directed graph (attack graph).

For every system resource (such as, a web server, account
information on a host, or a piece of confidential information)
that needs to be protected, an attack tree/graph is defined. In
their simplest forms, the nodes in the tree/graph represent
certain system states of interest to an attacker, with edges
connecting them to indicate the cause-consequence relation-
ship among the states. The root node in the case of attack
trees or a final node in the case of attack graphs, repre-
sents the attacker’s ultimate goal, namely, causing damage
to the protected resource. The interior nodes represent possi-
ble system states during the execution of the attack (attacker
sub-goals). The leaf nodes or one or more source nodes rep-
resent system states that must exist for an attacker to suc-
cessfully initiate the attack. System states can include differ-
ent levels of partial compromise effectuated by the attacker
(e.g., access to the password file), configuration information
(e.g., operating system and hardware configuration, network
connectivity etc.), state changes achieved on specific sys-
tem components (e.g., implanting a keystroke logger), or
any other subgoal that will ultimately lead to the final goal.
Edges represent actions taken by the attacker causing a pro-
gression of the attack.

Researchers have also proposed different variants of at-
tack trees and attack graphs to capture more information
about system risks. Examples of these are the multiple-
prerequisite graph (Lippman et al. 2006) and the exploit-



dependency graph (Noel et al. 2003) that includes the differ-
ent conjunctive and disjunctive relationships between vari-
ous nodes in the graph.

Although different attack scenarios are easily perceived
in attack graphs, attack graphs can potentially suffer froma
state space explosion problem. Ammann et al. (2002) pro-
posed a refined formulation of attack graphs with the as-
sumption of monotonicity. The monotonicity property sup-
poses that if a state is reached as a result of some at-
tack, it remains so during subsequent attacks. Such an as-
sumption can greatly reduce the number of nodes in the
attack graph. Other approaches to address scalability in-
clude aggregating a set of nodes representing similar host
configurations into single nodes (Noel and Jajodia 2004;
Swiler et al. 2001), building restricted attack graphs simply
for answering very specific queries (Sheyner et al. 2002),
building reduced attack trees that are minimal spanning trees
in graphs (Birkholz et al. 2010), and reducing attack graphs
using planning techniques (Ghosh and Ghosh 2010).

Almost all of these approaches to attack trees and attack
graphs are constructed to capture vulnerabilities in enter-
prise/industrial settings and focus on attacker actions. None
of them integrate user actions and support personalization
that restricts the focus to those vulnerabilities present for a
particular user/system combination. Attack graphs are de-
signed to support network analysis. Thus, they do not in-
clude the level of detail – or dynamism in the representa-
tion – required to direct active monitoring for attacks and
determine consequences of interventions. In contrast, auto-
mated planning has been used to help simulate and analyze
security breaches in networked computer systems. Boddy et
al. (2005) built a mixed initiative planning system, called
the Behavioral Adversary Modeling System (BAMS), that
could identify potential vulnerabilities and countermeasures
in cyber security for large organizations. The authors wrote
a domain model in the Planner Domain Definition Language
(PDDL), which is a common input language for many recent
planners (Fox and Long 2003). They were able to produce
“insider subversion” plans of 40–60 steps. A key contribu-
tion of the work was showing that automated planning could
highlight novel (sometimes unexpected) attack scenarios for
the analyst driving BAMS. The BAMS PDDL domain was
later released as a suite of problems for the International
Planning Competition.

Ghosh and Ghosh (2010) proved they could reduce the
computational complexity of an attack graph by iteratively
applying a planner to eliminate from further consideration
possible attack scenarios. They use a PDDL model that is
similar to that of Boddy et al. and generate minimal attack
paths. Their approach allows the model to scale to realis-
tic, complex networks. A similar planner/model setup as that
of Ghosh and Ghosh was integrated into a penetration test-
ing framework (Obes, Sarraute, and Richarte 2010). Their
model contained 1800 actions and was extensively tested
against medium-sized networks.

Our work complements the previous approaches by lever-
aging these PDDL domains with a detail-oriented, user-
centered extension to the formal model of the attack
tree/graph. The representation is intended to form the core

Figure 1: The proposed Mixed Initiative Planning and
Scheduling Agent (MIPSA) Architecture.

of an agent that will help home computer users maintain se-
curity on their machines by monitoring some of their ac-
tions and recommending actions to reduce security risks.
The agent will be developed from studies of users. In this
paper, we describe the project in brief and present a proof of
concept of the enhanced attack graph and its representation
in PDDL.

Psychologically Motivated Computer Security
Home users are often considered the weakest link in com-
puter security. In our project, we combine expertise from
psychology, computer security and artificial intelligenceto
study the nature of the risks inherent in normal activity
on the Internet, the perception of those risks, the judgment
about trade-offs in behavior and the design of a personalized
agent that can alert users to risky behavior and help to protect
them. The key insight is that security and privacy protection
requires the efforts ofboth the computer and the user; thus,
the security measures must work in concert with the user’s
activities and needs.

The goal of our project is to develop a semi-autonomous,
intelligent and personalized approach to computer secu-
rity that leverages psychological studies of what users
want/need, what security and privacy risks are imminent
based on the status of the system and the user’s actions and
what interventions will be most effective. The intelligent
agent will act as an interface between the system, the secu-
rity software and the user. As shown in Figure 1, we antici-
pate having two conceptual components: a user/system mon-
itor (U/SM) and a semi-autonomous action planner (SAIP).
The actions will include coaching the user about the con-
sequences of their choices, administrating the security soft-
ware and identifying system modifications that mitigate
threats.

Thus far, we have completed policy-capturing studies
(Byrne et al. 2011) of subject responses to security vignettes
of four Internet security threats:availability, integrity, con-
fidentiality, andunwitting accomplice. Availability refers to
when a user’s computer resources are improperly made in-
accessible (e.g., a program deletes a user’s browsing history
or other documents).Integrity refers to when information
on the user’s computer is improperly modified by unautho-
rized entities (e.g., a program adds sites to a user’s browsing
history).Confidentialitythreats occur when sensitive infor-
mation is exposed to those who do not have rightful access



(e.g., a program tracks a user’s browsing history or obtains
access to private and personal information). Finally, a user
can become anunwitting accomplicewhen a breach of se-
curity results in the user unknowingly spreading the threat
to other users (e.g., email contact information is used to for-
ward the attack).

Policy-capturing is a method for understanding what in-
formation people use in decision-making (Zedeck 1977).
People are asked to read a series of vignettes, wherein cues
thought to influence decision choices are systematically var-
ied. Based on responses, researchers identify which cues
are most influential in decision-making. The subjects were
composed of two especially vulnerable groups of computer
users (Fox and Long 2003): college students and adults over
50 years of age. The first group knows enough to be savvy
about computer applications, but not necessarily enough to
understand the consequences of their actions on their com-
puters. The second group tends to lack computer knowl-
edge that leads to inadvertent security breaches because they
do not understand what they are doing. Results using hier-
archical linear modeling showed that age, self-rated levels
of computer knowledge, both basic and extensive levels of
computer knowledge, frequency of computer use, and hav-
ing one’s privacy previously invaded factor into, in varying
degrees, predicting perceptions of risk and vulnerabilityto
each of the four threats. Additionally, women were more
likely than men to click again on an embedded link across
all scenarios.

In our next study, we will be simulating interactions with
a mailer and browser to gauge the perceived value of a vari-
ety of risky behaviors, the user’s actual actions when placed
in risky situations and the user’s perceptions of risk and the
consequences of their actions. This study should provide the
first quantitative user values needed for our personalized se-
curity model such as cost/benefit of action and probabilities.
The remainder of this paper describes the first steps toward
building personalized security models that can incorporate
such information, as well as information about specific com-
puter system configurations and user activity profiles, and
can be used to reason about what vulnerabilities are likely to
occur and how to prevent or mitigate them.

Personalized Attack Graph
At the heart of our MIPSA architecture is a threat model
that will be used to monitor system and user activity, iden-
tify when a threat is imminent and help determine appro-
priate action to neutralize the threat. Attack graphs provide
an excellent starting point for such a model. We propose to
“personalize” attack graphs by explicitly representing user,
attacker and potentially system (ultimately agent) actions,
tailoring the representation to specific users through pruning
and analyzing the graphs to design the security interventions
to best match the needs of specific users.

Figure 2 shows an example of an instantiated attack graph
with three possible attack scenarios resulting in a compro-
mised system. In our discussion that follows we will make
reference to the attack graph, though it is occasionally clear
from context that the graph under discussion is an And-Or
attack tree. We call this an graphinstantiatedbecause this

graph would not actually exist in a graphical form as shown
in the figure, but rather the actual set of nodes that get instan-
tiated will depend on the system/user state. Our enhanced
graph includes not only possible states of the system but
also possible user actions that can result in information leak-
age. User actions are in color. The first scenario uses theVB-
Script MsgBox()vulnerability (NIST 2010) which exists in
the OS Windows 2000 SP4 and Windows XP SP2 operat-
ing systems. The attack can be launched in two steps: 1) the
key-logger is installed in the help file and 2) it is activated
by the user by pressing the F1 key. The second scenario
describes thebrowser SSL certificatevulnerability (NIST
2009), which exists in some versions of the Firefox browser
prior to version 3.0.13, the SeaMonkey browser prior to ver-
sion 1.1.18 and the Mozilla Network Security Services prior
to version 3.12.3. The vulnerability allows a SSL spoofing
attack by improperly handling a ’\0’ character in a domain
name in the subject’s Common Name (CN) field of an X.509
certificate. This permits the attacker to masquerade as an ar-
bitrary SSL server and thereby cause information leakage.
The last illustrates a phishing email attack that exploits risky
user behavior. This graph will be analyzed using a Planner
to determine which portions are sufficient for protecting a
particular user.

PDDL Model of User and Attacker Actions
The attack graph is an excellent visual representation, but
it does not enumerate the details needed to either analyze
what can happen or to monitor events. We translate the at-
tack graph into PDDL, which requires all of the salient at-
tributes of system/user state. In our case, the domain corre-
sponds to an attack graph enhanced with actions and states
possible for a range of users. Problem descriptions allow us
to refine the model tospecificuser/computer combinations.
There were two existing domains we could leverage in con-
structing our domain.

TheBAMSdomain presented in Boddy et al. (2005) is au-
tomatically constructed from macros after an analyst sets up
a problem description using a GUI. The macros enabled the
domain to adjust to new objects or actions based on what
the analyst entered. The final domain contains over 25 types
that capture details concerning computing objects (hosts,
network configuration, security tokens, etc.) and physical
objects (rooms, people, doors, keys, etc.). The domain has
124 predicates that indicate particular physical state such as
(can-unlock key1 lock1) as well as security con-
cerns such as(knows bob bob-password). The au-
thors point out that actions involving a large number (5-10)
of parameters and preconditions bogged down the planner.
To overcome this problem, the authors split large actions
into chains of smaller actions.

Ghosh and Ghosh (2010) presented anAttackGraphdo-
main that was similar to that in Boddy et al. (2005). This do-
main encodes network configurations that describe the types
of services running on hosts, vulnerability instances that
describe the types of vulnerabilities present in the system,
functions that describe who has access to what resources,
and exploit descriptions that describe the intruder and net-
work pre/post conditions. The domain examples and solu-



Figure 2: An instantiated attack graph augmented with user actions. This example graph shows three attack scenarios forhow
a user’s bank account credentials can become compromised. The leftmost subgraph is a keylogger attack, the middle subgraph
is a SSL spoof attack, and the right subgraph is a phishing attack.

tions that the authors present appear to be relatively smallin
comparison to the BAMS domain.

Our PDDL model follows a similar composition to the
two previous works. Facts encode information such as in-
stalled software, system state and permissions. As in the
previous research, actions encompass those of attackers and
software changes to system state; in our case, we also add ac-
tions of the user and software that may contribute to possible
security breaches. A plan constructed from such a model has
been used to show the sequence of actions that result in an
attacker causing a networked vulnerability (Boddy et al.) or
a path that cannot be pruned from the attack graph (Ghosh et
al.). In our case, we leverage the plan for both of these pur-
poses as well as to monitor a personal computer’s security
status and steer a user’s actions away from risky behavior.

The Personalized AttackGraph Domain
To demonstrate how the planner can be used to refine a
model for MIPSA, we constructed by hand a PDDL model
from the augmented attack graph in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows

the domain description. It encodes all three possible attack
paths – key-logger, ssl, phishing – as potential means by
which a planner can achieve the goal predicate(information-
leakage ?Account). To distinguish between the three possi-
ble goal paths, we include a predicate(exploit-vulnerability
?V), where?V can be any of{key-logger, ssl, or phishing}.

An important detail of this model is that it integrates states
from the attack graph with user and attacker actions. Vulner-
abilities can exploit specific versions of software or system
state but rely upon user/attacker actions to fully instantiate.
For example, the model contains state for the type and ver-
sion of the operating system as well as the type and ver-
sion of the Internet browser. User and attacker behaviors are
tracked through the application of actions, which serve as
transition functions between states.

Our model employs four action types.User actions track
what the user is required to do to enable the vulnerability;
these include reading email or visiting a webpage.Attacker
actions represent steps the attacker must do to exploit a
vulnerability, e.g., intercepting a certificate, presenting a



(define (domain attackgraph)
(:requirements :strips :equality :disjunctive-preconditions)

(:predicates (user ?user) (account ?account) (browser ?browser
?version) (information-leakage ?account) (login ?user ?account)
(information-available ?user ?account) (installed ?key-logger)
(activated ?key-logger) (mail-attachment ?file) (site ?Site)
(open-attachment ?file) (key-logger-trojan ?file ?key-logger)
(records ?KeyLogger ?Account) (vb-script-version ?script) (OS ?type
?version) (mailer ?email-program) (use-mailer ?email-program)
(use-browser ?browser-program) (user-hit-F1-in-IE) (user-visits ?user
?site) (receive-email ?User ?email) (read-email ?email) (clicked-link
?email) (exploit-vulnerability ?vulnerability-type)
(certificate-accepted ?site ?certificate) (certificate-authorized
?certificate) (browser-ssl-compromised ?browser) (ssl-server-spoofed
?domain) (make-safe-vulnerability ?vulerability) (has-trojan ?File))

(:action user-read-email :parameters (?User ?Mailer)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (mailer ?Mailer))
:effect (use-mailer ?Mailer))

(:action user-open-attachment :parameters (?User ?File ?Mailer)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (use-mailer ?Mailer)

(mail-attachment ?File))
:effect (open-attachment ?File))

(:action key-logger-installed :parameters (?User ?File ?KeyLogger)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (open-attachment ?File)

(has-trojan ?File) (key-logger-trojan ?File ?KeyLogger))
:effect (installed ?KeyLogger))

(:action user-visits-site-keylogger-installed
:parameters (?User ?Browser ?Site ?KeyLogger)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (installed ?KeyLogger)

(browser ?Browser any-version) (site ?Site)
(or (vb-script-version VB-5-1) (vb-script-version VB-5-6)

(vb-script-version VB-5-7) (vb-script-version VB-5-8)))
:effect (and (use-browser ?Browser) (user-visits ?User ?Site)))

(:action user-presses-F1 :parameters (?User ?Browser ?Site)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (use-browser ?Browser)

(= ?Browser browser-IE) (= ?Site compromised-site)
(user-visits ?User compromised-site))

:effect (user-hit-F1-in-IE))

(:action user-visits-site :parameters (?User ?Browser ?Site)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (site ?Site))
:effect (and (use-browser ?Browser) (user-visits ?User ?Site)))

(:action key-logger-activated :parameters (?KeyLogger)
:precondition (and (installed ?KeyLogger) (user-hit-F1-in-IE))
:effect (activated ?KeyLogger))

(:action attacker-intercepts :parameters (?KeyLogger ?Account)
:precondition (and (records ?KeyLogger ?Account)

(exploit-vulnerability vulnerability-key-logger))
:effect (information-leakage ?Account))

(:action user-login :parameters (?User ?Account)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (account ?Account)

(information-available ?User ?Account))
:effect (login ?User ?Account))

(:action user-login-with-keylogger-activated
:parameters (?User ?Account ?KeyLogger)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (account ?Account)

(activated ?KeyLogger)
(information-available ?User ?Account))

:effect (and (login ?User ?Account) (records ?KeyLogger ?Account)))

(:action attacker-sends-phishing-email
:parameters (?User ?Email)
:precondition (and (user ?User))
:effect (receive-email ?User ?Email))

(:action user-reads-phishing-email
:parameters (?User ?Program ?Email)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (use-mailer ?Program)
(= ?Email phishing-email) (receive-email ?User ?Email))
:effect (read-email phishing-email))

(:action user-clicks-link-in-phishing-email :parameters
(?User ?Email) :precondition (and (user ?User)
(read-email ?Email)) :effect (clicked-link ?Email))

(:action phishing-site-opens :parameters (?User ?Email ?Site)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (clicked-link ?Email)

(= ?Site phishing-site)) :effect (user-visits ?User ?Site))

(:action user-enters-information-in-phishing-site
:parameters (?User ?Account ?Site)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (account ?Account)

(read-email phishing-email) (user-visits ?User ?Site)
(exploit-vulnerability vulnerability-phishing)
(= ?Site phishing-site))

:effect (information-leakage ?Account))

(:action browser-contains-ssl-vulnerability
:parameters (?Browser ?Version)
:precondition (or (and (browser ?Browser ?Version)

(= ?Browser browser-firefox) (= ?Version v3-0-13))
(and (browser ?Browser ?Version)

(= ?Browser browser-seamonkey)(= ?Version v1-1-18))
(and (browser ?Browser ?Version)

(= ?Browser browser-mozilla) (= ?Version v3-12-3)))
:effect (browser-ssl-compromised ?Browser))

(:action attacker-obtains-certificate :parameters (?Certificate)
:precondition (and (= ?Certificate malicious-certificate))
:effect (certificate-authorized ?Certificate))

(:action browser-accepts-certificate
:parameters (?User ?Browser ?Site ?Certificate)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (user-visits ?User ?Site)

(browser-ssl-compromised ?Browser)
(certificate-authorized ?Certificate))

:effect (certificate-accepted ?Site ?Certificate))

(:action attacker-spoofs-ssl-server
:parameters (?User ?Browser ?Certificate ?Site)
:precondition (and (user-visits ?User ?Site)

(certificate-accepted ?Site ?Certificate)
(browser-ssl-compromised ?Browser)
(= ?Certificate malicious-certificate))

:effect (ssl-server-spoofed ?Site))

(:action user-login-under-spoof :parameters (?User ?Account ?Site)
:precondition (and (user ?User) (account ?Account)

(user-visits ?User ?Site) (ssl-server-spoofed ?Site)
(exploit-vulnerability vulnerability-ssl))

:effect (information-leakage ?Account))

(:action intervene-clean-all-attachments :parameters (?File)
:precondition (and (exploit-vulnerability vulnerability-key-logger)
(mail-attachment ?File) (has-trojan ?File))

:effect (not (has-trojan ?File))))

Figure 3: PDDL problem description of a user being compromised by a SSL-server spoof

compromised certificate, or intercepting compromised in-
formation.System actions enable the vulnerability through
programmatic means, e.g., a browser accepting a (compro-
mised) certificate or a key-logger capturing and forward-
ing keystrokes. Finally,intervention actions disrupt either
system state or other actions that would otherwise lead to
a compromised system, e.g., scanning an attachment for
viruses or validating a certificate checksum.

The AttackGraph Domain Problems

Each PDDL problem description includes a set of world ob-
jects, an initial condition, and a goal description. We gen-
erated a number of problems to test the domain. For our
tests, we ran each problem with FF 2.3 (Hoffmann and
Nebel 2001), due to its simplicity and speed. The models we
present did not rely on metric evaluation, fluents, or action
costs, although adding them is a future goal.



Figure 4 shows the problem description that leads to the
ssl vulnerability. Note that the initial state includes there-
quired predicates that would activate the vulnerability; note
also that we have set(exploit-vulnerability ssl).

(define (problem user-compromised-ssl)}

(:domain attackgraph)

(:objects user1 browser-IE browser-firefox

... phishing-email ... phishing-website

vulnerability-ssl key-lggr1)

(:init (site bank-site)(account account-bank)

(user user1)(browser browser-firefox v3-0-13)

(OS WINDOWS 2000SP4)(vb-script-version VB-5-1)

(mail-attachment file-with-trojan)

(mail-attachment file-without-trojan)

(key-logger-trojan file-with-trojan key-lggr1)

(information-available user1 account-bank)

(exploit-vulnerability vulnerability-ssl))

(:goal (and (information-leakage account-bank))))

step 0: ATTACKER-OBTAINS-CERTIFICATE

MALICIOUS-CERTIFICATE

1: BROWSER-CONTAINS-SSL-VULNERABILITY

BROWSER-FIREFOX V3-0-13

2: USER-VISITS-SITE USER1 USER1 BANK-WEBSITE

3: BROWSER-ACCEPTS-CERTIFICATE USER1

BANK-WEBSITE MALICIOUS-CERTIFICATE

4: ATTACKER-SPOOFS-SSL-SERVER USER1

BROWSER-FIREFOX MALICIOUS-CERTIFICATE

BANK-WEBSITE

5: USER-LOGIN-UNDER-SPOOF USER1 ACCOUNT-BANK

BANK-WEBSITE

Figure 4: PDDL problem description (top) of a user being
compromised by a SSL-server spoof with the resulting plan
from FF (bottom)

How a Planner Helps Personalize the Attack
Graph

We can demonstrate several benefits of using automated
planning in conjunction with the attack graph. Specifically,
we show that we can generate viable attack paths, perform
what-if analysis using the planner to search and validate sce-
narios, derive and include possible interventions to prevent
attack, and motivate how the planner can personalize the at-
tack graph for specific users/systems.

The PDDL model can isolate paths that lead to vulner-
abilities. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the plan found by FF
for the ssl problem. Planning monitoring and interventions
is a critical component of securing any system. Too much
monitoring is potentially intrusive, annoying to the user and
detrimental to system performance. Interventions can take
place in the system level or through user interaction. For
key-logger, interventions can include (among others) telling
the user to upgrade their browser, scanning the attachment
to remove the key-logger, or advising the user not to open
the attachment. The last action in the domain description

is an example of an intervention. When we replaced (view-
attachment . . . ) with this new action, FF could not find a plan
that satisfied(information-leakage ?Account). Our example
is a hand-picked intervention; we discuss in future work how
we intend to automate this process through details about the
domain.

We show a simple example of how the planner can aid in
performing what-if analysis by changing the browser in the
initial conditions for the problem in Figure 4. In this case,
FF cannot satisfy the leakage goal because the key-logger
vulnerability requires a specific action in a compromised
browser based on Mozilla. Performing what-if analysis such
as this could lead to an intervention informing the user to
use a different browser on the current system. Similarly, we
might be able to determine that intervention is unnecessary
if the user is already using the IE browser, but that interven-
tion becomes critical if a compromised browser were sud-
denly opened (by the user or otherwise).

We demonstrate how the planner is able to personalize
and prune the attack graph in two motivating use case exam-
ples. While we recognize that specific individuals will vary
in their computer knowledge, we consider two hypotheti-
cal users who match the target age groups for the psycho-
logical study. UserA is a retired person who was recently
given a Windows XP machine that runs Internet explorer
(IE). UserA is familiar with the inventory computer system
from a recent job but is a new user of the Internet and email.
UserB is a 20-year-old college student with a portable laptop
running Windows7. UserB has used computers since kinder-
garten, is very confident when using them, and insists on
browsing the Internet with Firefox.

MIPSAs running on the machines of both users could
use thesameattack graph (see Figure 2), which allows the
agents to leverage centralized knowledge about existing vul-
nerabilities. But using the same graph may also cause the
MIPSA to consider possibilities irrelevant to the current sys-
tem, user profile, or user’s task. For example, the MIPSA
for UserA need not consider any portion of the graph re-
lated to the Firefox/Netscape vulnerability because UserA
does not use Firefox. So this subgraph can be pruned (see
Figure 5a). Similarly, the MIPSA running on UserB’s laptop
can prune the IE-related attacks; the phishing subgraph is
also pruned since UserB is unlikely to believe the spurious
phishing email (see Figure 5b). The pruned graphs contain
information relevant to the somewhat static user profile. Dy-
namic changes could impact the graph if, for example, the
user is performing a task like playing solitaire or word pro-
cessing. In such a case, the graphs for both users would be
completely pruned since this example attack graph does not
contain vulnerabilities specific to such activities.

Automated planning can be used to prune impossible or
irrelevant portions of the attack graph from considerationof
the MIPSA. To accomplish this pruning, we hand-wrote a
domain model in PDDL. Then we provided goals for each
of the subgraph under consideration; in this example, our
subgraph are labeledkey-logger, ssl, phishing. If the plan-
ner is able to find a path from the initial conditions then
this vulnerability is considered viable. In the absence of any
solution (and assuming the domain model is correct), the



(a) user A (b) user B

Figure 5: The resulting attack graphs for two hypothetical users after applying their profiles (see text for details).

planner has identified that thecurrent system/user config-
uration is safe. Thus, we can eliminate the entire subgraph
for these three paths. Because we are adding more informa-
tion to the attack graph to support user personalization and
system monitoring, it is critical that we prune the graph to
support scalability.

Future Work
This work is a first step towards incorporating the user’s ac-
tions into the security risk assessment and mitigation prob-
lem. The intervention plan suggested by the planner clearly
shows how a user could be protected in cyber space. How-
ever, as noted throughout this paper, a significant portion –
namely, the generation of the attack graph, and the transla-
tion of the attack graph into the PDDL model – was done
manually. This is not only labor intensive but prone to er-
rors. The next step, thus, is to automate this process. Sev-
eral researchers have addressed the problem of generating
attack graphs automatically from vulnerability descriptions
(Amenza Technologies Limited 2002; Ghosh and Ghosh
2010; Birkholz et al. 2010). Their research will be used as a
starting point for our future work in this regard. However,
these methods are applicable only in networked environ-
ments since host reachability is one of the major parame-
ters used in the algorithms – a host connected with another
host that has been compromised, itself becomes exploitable.
On a single host this connectivity property is analogous to
application software dependencies. This information, unfor-
tunately, is more difficult to obtain in an automated manner.

The next enhancement to the security model is to incor-
porate probabilistic information about the likelihood of at-
tacks and cost/value judgments about user and intervention
actions. Within the current framework, all attack scenarios

are equally likely. However, an attacker has certain capa-
bilities and typically launches an attack along a path that
is more easily exploitable than another. Thus, intuitivelyit
seems that some attacks have a higher probability of occur-
ring than others. Moreover, an attacker would most likely try
to maximize the return on his investment (steps preceding
the attack and the attack itself). Similarly, users would most
likely place different cost values on the various resources
that they would like to protect. Such information, if incor-
porated within the attack graph model, would give a much
truer picture of the security risk. Our psychological studies
will help us determine what cost/value information is needed
to personalize the models to specific users and how likely in-
terventions are to succeed for typical users.

Ultimately, we will explore how much automation is pos-
sible for future models by interpreting known vulnerability
reports, the user behavior models from the psychological
studies, details from a questionnaire given each user, anal-
ysis of the typical home user computer systems, and online
analysis of what the user is doing.

Conclusions

We have described a first step toward adapting attack graphs
from industrial network environments to home computer
user environments. We have shown how an attack graph can
be augmented and the augmented form can be represented
using the PDDL language. Our next steps are to significantly
expand the representation, motivate them based on studies of
target users and use them as the core of an intelligent agent
for helping protect unsophisticated computer users.
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